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Abstract: - In this work, the research is conducted cutting force and surface roughness on the high speed
turning process for Nickel-based superalloy Inconel 718. The experimental investigations and statistical
analysis have been carried out to study the effect of cutting parameters (speed, feed and depth of cut) on
cutting force. Also has been carried out the effect of cutting speed and depth of cut to surface roughness.
The orthogonal experiment is applied to coated carbide tools turning high-temperature alloy Inconel 718
and factorial design of experiments compliance to 9 run (3k) was following for the experimental design.
Analysis of variance (ANOVA) is used to study the effect of process parameters and establish correlation
among the cutting speed, feed rate and depth of cut with respect to surface roughness and statistical analysis
was perform on MINITAB 17.
Keywords: Superalloy; Turning; ANOVA; Cutting Force; Surface Roughness.

1 Introduction

finish hard turning process is define as turning

Today Nickel-based superalloy plays an
increasingly

important

role

in mechanical

engineering field. Because of its excellent
performance, Inconel 718 was widely used in the

material with hardness higher than 40 HRC
(Hardness-Rockwell C) under appropriate high
feed rate and low depth of cut conditions [3].
Cutting forces and surface roughness are

casing, turbines, combustion, chamber, the space

classified

shuttle,

high

technological parameters in machining process

temperature applications [1]. High-speed cutting

[4]. Cutting forces play an important role to

is a process of great interest in modern production

predict

engineering. In order to take advantage of its

machining operation. Estimating the cutting

potential, a knowledge of the material and

forces helps in structural design of machine tool

structural behavior in combination with the

system, condition monitoring and studying the

technological conditions is essential [2]. The

machinability characteristics of work materials.

nuclear
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A typical relationship between cutting force

of cutting force, as minimum power consumption

components acting on the cutting tool in a 3D

is a never ending. Among the Cutting force,

single point cut is defined by Eq.(1):

Thrust force and Feed force the former
prominently influences power consumption and

(1) [4-6].

the most common equation available for the
The specific cutting forces are determined in

estimation of Cutting force is given by equation

order to understand the interference of chips that

2:

occur during the threading. With the increase in

Fc = kc × DOC × f

(2)

the cumulative radial feed, the corresponding

Where, DOC = Depth of cut (mm), f = feed

specific cutting forces become higher. It is reason

(mm/rev),

that the difference in the specific cutting forces

coefficient (N/ mm2)

results from the alteration of the interference of

According to equation (2), the depth of cut, feed,

the flowing chips. The specific cutting forces

and specific cutting energy coefficient influences

decrease in the beginning of the threading and

cutting force. A lot of work is in progress to study

then increases with the cumulative radial feed.

this influence and construct the models for

The results show that the interference of the chip

different tool and work force material so as to

flow influences the threading force components

optimize the power consumption [8].

kc

=

Specific

cutting

energy

to very large extent [5]. Cutting forces has a direct

The surface quality is an important factor that

influence on specific cutting pressure and power

evaluates the productivity of machine tools as

consumption, tool wear and heat generation. On

well as machined components. It is one of the

the other hand, surface roughness is an important

most frequent customer requirements. Surface

output characteristic that describes the quality of

roughness affects several properties such as wear

the machined surface. In order to obtain good

resistance, coefficient of friction, fatigue strength,

machinability and to improve the product quality,

heat transmission, wear rate, corrosion resistance

it is necessary to obtain minimum values of

of

cutting force and surface roughness. Cutting

manufacturing industry gives importance to meet

forces have a direct effect on specific tool wear

the desired quality of surface finish and hence it

heat generation [6]. Decades of experience and

can be said to be an important product quality

continuous product development have seen

characteristic [9]. Response surface methodology

Kistler Dynamometer systems become the

is popular where it can be usefully applied in

benchmark for machining data acquisition and

many manufacturing situations.

analysis. They provide accurate and reliable

surface methodology, the factors that are consider

measurements with specific units developed for

as most important are used to build a polynomial

all types of machining operations including

model in which the independent variable is the

turning, milling, drilling and grinding [7]. An

experiment’s response. In this study, Response

area of research interest in turning is the analysis

surface methodology was using as an alternative
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way to estimate the surface quality in grinding

CNC Lathe. Chemical composition of superalloy

[10]. RSM involves two basic concepts: (a) The

is given in Table 1.

choice of the approximate model and (b) The plan

Table 1. Chemical composition of Inconel 718

of experiments where the response has to be

(wt %)

evaluate. The analysis of variance (ANOVA) is
widely used to consider effects of factors on
responses.

In

experimental

investigations,

ANOVA is often employed prior to other
statistical analysis. Then analysis of variance is
carried in order to establish a relation between
independent variables and dependent variables is

Table 2. Mechanical Properties of Inconel 718

widely applied [11]. Studied on the optimization
of process parameters in End milling process, it
was observe that cutting speed was the most
important factor influencing surface roughness
[12]. Depth of cut, on the other hand is not
directly correlate to surface roughness. Recent
developments of surface roughness prediction

The cutting forces induced during turning for

system has shown favorable results utilizing feed

various design parameters was obtained using

rate, speed and depth of cut. Parameters such as

Kistler dynamometer. Machining time were

cutting forces and vibrations were considered in

measured three forces and the resultant force was

predicting surface roughness in turning process.

then calculated and was taken for analysis. The

Based on this review of literature, therefore, an

machined nickel alloy was examined for their

effective experimental design should include feed

surface quality with Taylor Hobson Precision

rate, spindle speed, and depth of cut. Another

Surface Roughness tester.

important

Table 3. Experimental Conditions
Machine tool
CNC
Machine
CK6140
Work
material Nickel Based Super
composition
Alloy
GH4169,
Inconel 718, Cr19Ni52.5-Ti1-Mo3Nb5-Si1-Mn-B
Tool material
HSS
Environment
Dry turning
Size
Diameter = 30mm and
Length = 50mm

consideration

in

developing

a

prediction system is the modeling technique.
Regression analysis is the prominent choice for
this purpose and has shown considerable results
[13].

2 Experimental set up and details
The workpiece material used in the machining
process was Nickel-Based Superalloy Inconel
718 and experiment was conducted by CK6140
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N Taguchi = Number of experiments to be
conducted
NV = Number of parameters
L = Number of levels
In this work
NV = 3 and L = 3, Hence
N Taguchi = 1+ 4 (3-1) = 9
Hence at least 9 experiments are to be conducted.
Based on this orthogonal array (OA) is to be
selected which has at least 9 rows i.e.9
experimental runs [14].
The experiment is carried out of 9 runs, 3 level
and 3 factors and after each experiment was
measured cutting force and surface roughness. As

Fig.1 Experimental set up

3 Experimental Design and Results
Design of Experiments was done by Taguchi’s
technique. For three parameters and three level,
L9 orthogonal array was selected. Through pilot
study experiment, the levels of parameters were
select. They are Depth, Feed and Cutting speed.
Each parameter has three levels – namely low,
medium and high, denoted by 1, 2 and 3
respectively. According to the Taguchi method, if
three parameters and 3 levels for each parameters

it is told from testing, Kistler measurement is
possible to receive only three forces Fx, Fy and Fz.
With the aid of Formula 1 revealed Cutting Force
Test results are listed in Table 5.
Table 4. Process parameters and their chosen
levels
Process
paramete
rs
Level 1
Level 2
Level 3

Depth of Feed rate Cutting
cut (mm) (mm/rev) speed
(m/min)
0.1
0.1
10
0.15
0.15
20
0.2
0.2
30

L9 orthogonal array should be employed for the
experimentation.
Orthogonal

arrays

are

special

standard

experimental design that requires only a small
number of experimental trials to find the main
factors effects on output. Before selecting an
orthogonal array, the minimum number of
experiments to be conducted is to be fixed based
on the formula below
N Taguchi = 1+ NV (L – 1)
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Table 5. Experimental design and results
Factors
Number

Vc/(m/min）

f /(mm/r)

ap/mm

Fx/N

Fy/N

Fz/N

F/N

Ra

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
10
10
20
20
20
30
30
30

0.1
0.15
0.2
0.1
0.15
0.2
0.1
0.15
0.2

0.1
0.15
0.2
0.15
0.2
0.1
0.2
0.1
0.15

40
38
37
52
45
48
100
92
98

44
36
46
51
57
40
110
80
78

16
27
36
30
38
29
45
29
41

61.58
58.89
58.72
78.77
81.96
68.88
155.32
125.31
131.79

0.86
0.88
1.50
1.52
0.96
1.18
3.34
3.18
1.98

(5)

The concerning importance amongst the
cutting parameter levels is determined more

-Test F: evaluates the significance of each factor

accurately in ANOVA analysis. Analysis of

(6)

Variance (ANOVA) is a powerful analyzing tool to
identify which are the most significant factors and
it’s (%) percentage contribution among all control

4 Result and Discussion

factors for each of machining response. It calculates

4.1 Cutting Force Analysis

variations about mean ANOVA results for the each
ANOVA analysis performed using

Exponential form empirical formula of cutting

MINITAB 17 software program. [15]defines the

force is widely used, specific forms of expression as

analysis of variance (ANOVA) as being applied in a

follows:

response.

statistical study of Taguchi’s method, in order to

∙

evaluate the significance of the parameters used in
the process. The results of the ANOVA are

(7)

From (3.3.1.1) formula obtained next equations:

presented in a table that determines the most relevant
parameters for the process through the following
values, as equations 3, 4, 5 and 6:
-SS: quadratic sum of factors
∑

(3)

-gl: degrees of freedom for each factor (gl)
Gl = (Number of levels for each factor – 1)

Where,

(4)

、

∙

∙

(8)

∙

∙

∙

(9)

∙

∙

∙

(10)

—feeding force, passive force,

main cutting force, N;

-MS: quadratic average
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、

—coefficient, depend on

、

factor is at three levels arranged in a factorial
experiment. This is a 3 factorial design, and the

workpiece material and cutting condition;
、

、

、

、

、

、

、

experimental layout and treatment combinations

、

notation shown previously in Table 6. Figure 2.

— Index.

Shows relation between cutting force and cutting

The purpose of the test is the analysis on the

parameters (speed, feed and depth). It means

orthogonal

linear

influence of cutting parameters to cutting force at the

obtain the empirical formula

time of turning process. From cutting parameters,

index and coefficient by linear fitting. First, the

cutting speed more influence than feed and depth of

exponential formula into the linear forms by getting

cut. Because of results analysis of variance for force

the logarithm of the formulas. The linear formulas as

introduce it in Table 6.

following:

Table 6. Analysis of variance of Cutting Forces

test

result

regression analysis

using

multiple

∙

In the formula (5),
,

(11)

∙

(12)

∙

(13)

,

,

,

,

Source DF Adj SS

Adj

F

P

MS

,

Speed

2

25,72

12,861

252,06 0,004

Feed

2

0,5406

0,2703

5,30

0,159

Depth

2

0,5748

0,2874

5,63

0,151

Error

2

0,1021

0,0510

-

-

Total

8

26,940

-

-

-

rate

,

, and the formulas (7) and (8) are the same. The
simplified equation is obtained:
(14)
Based on orthogonal test results, the mathematical
software of MATLAB used for multiple linear
regression analysis and obtain empirical formula of
cutting force for turning of superalloy Inconel 718:
79.17 ∙

.

∙

.

4.579 ∙

.

∙

.

∙

9.854 ∙

.

∙

.

∙

.

∙

(15)
.

.

(16)
Fig.2 Main effects plot of Cutting Force

(17)

From figure 2, it is evident that while turning

Now suppose there are three factors A, B and C

Nickel superalloy Inconel 718 cutting force

(Speed, Feed and Depth) under study and that each

increases as cutting speed increases; this may be due
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to the fact that when cutting speed increases the
amount of material coming into contact with the
cutting tool increases, therefore the load on the tool
also increases which in turn increases the cutting
force. The effect of depth of cut on cutting forces is

2

76,54

88,72

89,82

3

137,47

86,46

90,67

Delta

77,74

12,09

13.41

Rank

1

3

2

because as the depth of cut increases the volume of

4.2 Surface Roughness Analysis

the uncut chip also increases, which produces more
resistance on the cutter, thus increasing the cutting

The experimental results of surface roughness

force.

values were analyzed with Analysis of variance
(ANOVA), used to identify the factors significance
on the response. The result of ANOVA of surface
roughness was given in the Table 6. This analysis
was carried out for a significance level of α = 0.5 i.e.,
for a confidence level of 95%. The sources with a Pvalue less than 0.05 are considered to have a
statistically

significant

contribution

to

the

performance measures [11].
Fig.3 Interaction plot of Cutting Force

Table 8. Analysis of Variance of Surface
Roughness

In Table 7 shown best results of cutting force and
influence of cutting parameters. There are 3 levels

Source DF Adj

when cutting speed 10, 20 and 30m/min, feed rate

Adj MS

F

P

SS

0.1, 0.15, 0.2 mm/r and depth of cut 0.1, 0.15, 0.2

Speed

2

0,7460 0,373042 5,17 0,162

mm. For 1 level Cutting force 59.73 when cutting

Feed

2

0,0172 0,00862

0,1

0,89

speed is 10m/min, 98.56 when feed rate is 0.1 mm/r

rate

and 85.26 when depth of cut is 0.1mm. From table

Depth

2

0,0343 0,01718

0,2

0,80

presumably can know about influence of parameters

Error

2

0,1443 0,07216

-

-

and there shown Delta for speed 77.74, feed 12.09

Total

8

0,9420 -

-

-

and depth 13.41. The ratio of between parameters v
＞

＞f.

Table 8 shows the results of ANOVA for surface
roughness. From the results, it is observed that the

Table 7. Response Table for Means
Level

Speed

Feed

Depth

1

59,73

98,56

85,26

ISSN: 2367-8968
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analysis of the Table 8, p-value of speed (0.162)

Multiple regression analysis is a statistical

which is less than 0.893 and 0.808. It means that

technique that allows us to predict score on one

speed’s influence significantly on workpiece surface

variable based on their score on several other

roughness between three cutting parameters.

variables [16]. In this case, the dependent variable is
surface roughness, while the independent variables
are spindle speed, depth of cut and feed rate. In
general, multiple regression equation takes the form;
(18)
Where;
= Surface Roughness (μm)
= Cutting Speed (M/min.)
= Feed Rate (mm/min)

Fig.4 Main effects plot for Surface Roughness

= Depth of Cut (mm)

From the Figures 4 and 5, it is observed that with

→ Error coefficient

the increase in cutting speed and depth of cut levels

, ,

there is a less change in response. However, with the

→ variable coefficient [17-18].

The analysis of the data also came out with the

increase in the levels of feed significant change in

following coefficient value;

the response can be observed. Based on the analysis

Table 9. Coefficients
Term
Coef
SE
Coef
Constant 0.20
1.34

the low value of surface roughness was obtained at
cutting speed of 10 m/min (level 1), feed of 0.2
mm/rev (Level 3) and depth of cut of 0.15 mm (level
2).

T

P

0.15

0.888

VIF

Speed

0.0877 0.0281 3.12

0.026 1.00

Feed

-3.53

5.62

-0.6

0.557 1.00

Depth

1.93

5.62

0.34

0.745 1.00

Therefore, the mathematical model that produced by
using multiple regression analysis was as follows;
0,20

0,0877

3,53

1,93

(19)

Surface roughness which taken from experiment
called actual surface roughness and taken using by
mathematical model called estimated surface

Fig.5 Interaction plot for Surface Roughness
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regression analysis was using for calculate some

this nickel superalloy and for all cutting conditions

estimated surface roughness and compared.

tested, the major force is the thrust force and the

Table 10. Verification of Experiments

roughness criteria found are close to those obtained
in grinding.

Run Experimental Predicted
value

of value

of Error

Acknowledgments

roughness

roughness

1

0.86

0.91

-0.05

2

0.88

0.83

0.05

3

1.50

0.757

0.743

4

1.52

1.89

-0.37

5
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1.81

-0.85

6
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1.441

-0.26

7
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